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Abstract—There are many types of wheelchairs. Users are
able to choose suitable wheelchair for their purposes. Powerassisted wheelchairs are one type of wheelchairs, which use both
propelling torque from human and output torque from motors
for their driving force. To improve assist performance, many
assist control systems were proposed. One of conventional assist
control, proposed by Seki et al., is designed for motion of traveling
in straight line. However, it is difficult for wheelchair users to
rotate using conventional assist control. In this paper, a novel
two-dimensional assist control for power-assisted wheelchairs is
proposed. The proposed assist control system is designed for both
straight and rotational motion of wheelchair, therefore, power
assist performance in rotating motion is improved compared to
conventional system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As several types of wheelchairs were developed, wheelchair
users are able to select a suitable wheelchair for their purposes.
Power-assisted wheelchairs are one type of wheelchair, that
have a motor in each wheel to assist user’s force and a torsion
sensor in each hand-rim to detect user’s propelling torque.
The purpose of wheelchair research is to make wheelchair
safer and have better maneuver. Oh et al. focus on safety
problem of power-assisted wheelchair [1]. They propose a
control system to prevent tip-over problem. Excessive assist
will cause wheelchair to tip-over, which may lead to a severe
accident. Oh et al. analyze velocity and acceleration in pitch
direction, and figure out the relation between tip-over and
velocity and acceleration in pitch direction. Using the relation
between them, Oh et al. define “proper safety zone”, “semisafety zone”, and “dangerous zone”, regarding tip-over. By
reducing assist rate in dangerous zone, it is possible to prevent
tip-over.
Oh et al. also propose longitudinal and lateral disturbance
observer [1] . In environment with disturbance, it is difficult
to control wheelchair. By using the proposed control system,
the usage of wheelchair is safer in both downhill and lateral
slope as the control system removes longitudinal and lateral
disturbance.
978-1-4673-2420-5/12/$31.00 ©2012 IEEE

Seki et al. focus on downhill and propose regenerative
braking system [2]. As wheelchairs are accelerated by gravity,
it is dangerous to ride wheelchair downhill. However, the
proposed system prevents speed-up problem. By using the
proposed system, wheelchairs can be improved both in terms
of safety and energy. By using regenerative braking system,
some energy can be saved on downhill.
To enhance manipulation performance, Nam et al. propose
a controller which can manipulate a wheelchair with tongue
[3]. Usually movement of tongue is not affected by cory injury
and response of tongue is fast enough to make input signal of
wheelchair movement as it has special muscle. Therefore they
choose movement of tongue to control the wheelchair. They
control the wheelchair with EEG code which is affected by
movement of tongue.
There are also research groups which research on dynamic
of wheelchair or user’s movement on wheelchair. Chénier et
al. analyze wheelchair dynamics with casters, front wheels
of wheelchair. Usually, casters were neglected in other researches, however, if the front part of the wheelchair become heavy by movement of user or by environment, caster
part is no longer negligible. They consider dynamics with
casters, which allow analysis for more variety of wheelchair
movement. Desroches et al. analysis human movement on
wheelchair [4]. They analyze load on joint when human uses
manual wheechair. Tanimoto et al. analyze transfer motion [6].
To improve manipulation performance of power-assisted
wheelchair, we propose a new assist control system in this
paper. In section II, previous assist control system is introduced. In section III, torque analysis for straight and rotational
motion in wheelchair is discussed. In section IV, proposed
assist control system is introduced. Comparison experiments
and its result will be shown in section V and VI. and discussion
about experimental result will be shown in section VII. At last,
conclusion of this paper and future work for this research will
be shown in section VIII.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of previous assist control system considering straight
motion



Fig. 1. Human torque and assist torque of previous modified proportional
assist control system [9]







Fig. 2. Human torque and assist torque of previous assist control system
considering straight motion [10]

II. P REVIOUS ASSIST CONTROL SYSTEM
Assist control exerts an important role in improving performance of maneuver of power-assisted wheelchair. Assist
control makes users feel more comfortable, however, sometimes it lead to other inconvenience, which is a trade-off. To
minimize such inconvenience, many assist control had been
proposed.
Simple proportional assist control causes sharp decrease in
assist torque. Therefore, Cooper et al. propose a modified
proportional assist control to prevent signal from becoming
zero rapidly [9]. Figure 1 shows human torque and assist
torque of previous modified proportional assist control system.
! is dead zone to avoid effect of noise on sensor signal.
Seki et al. propose an assist control system for powerassisted wheelchair considering straight motion [10]. Figure
2 shows human torque and assist torque of previous assist
control system considering straight motion. In this section, we
will introduce assist control proposed by Seki et al.
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of previous assist control
system. ThL and ThR are user’s propelling torque of left and
right side, and TaL and TaR are motor’s output torque of left
and right side. Total torque of left sideTtL and right sideTtR
are defined as follows:
!
"
α
TtL = ThL + TaL = ThL × 1 +
(1)
τa s + 1

TtR = ThR + TaR

!
= ThR × 1 +

α
τa s + 1

where α is assist rate and τa is time constant.
Time constant τa is defined as follows:

!
"
dTh


τ
≥
0

f
ast

dt
τa =
!
"

dTh


τ
<
0
 slow
dt

"

(2)

(3)

where Th represents ThL or ThR , which is human’s propelling
torque.
Time response of assist control is affected by value of time
constant τa . When user propels the wheelchair, immediate
assist is desirable. By choosing small τa , motor will assist
user’s propelling torque immediately. Therefore, small value
h
τf ast should be used when dT
dt ≥ 0. However, with small
τa , motor’s assist torque will reduce sharply when user takes
off his/her hand from hand-rim. When going straight, it is
impossible to propel the wheelchair continuously, and it is
desirable to output assist torque by motor in no human input
h
zone. In other word, big τslow should be chosen when dT
dt ≥ 0.
Once user pushes the hand-rims, he/she should take off
his/her hands from hand-rims to push it again. When user
propels the wheelchair to go stright, propelling process is as
follows,
[Period 1] : grab the hand-rims and push them
[Period 2] : take off his/her hand from hand-rims
[Period 3] : grab the hand-rims again
[Period 2] is defined as tof f , which is the time user takes
off his/her hand from hand-rim.
To design a system which keeps assisting during [Period 2],
τslow which is larger than tof f should be chosen. By doing
so, motors will keep assisting user’s propelling torque during
[Period 2].
τslow > tof f

(4)

As mentioned above, by choosing appropriate assist rate
α and time constant τα , this assist control can be set to
assist immediately or keep assisting when it is required. By
designing τslow to be τslow > tof f , wheelchair will keep going
straight even though user take off his/her hand from it. In other
word, this assist control will help reduce user’s load.
However, once user forces wheelchair to turn, it will keep
turning with this τslow . Turning motion is different from
straight motion. When going straight, user desires to keep
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Fig. 4.






 




 





 


TL

= TLs + TLr

(5)

TR

=

(6)

+

TRr

In straight motion, magnitude and direction of left and right
torque are the same, and in rotational motion, direction of left
and right is reverse.

Also, as T s = TRs and T r = TRr , equation (5) and equation
(6) become
TL
TR

=

TRs

(7)

TLr

=

−TRr

(8)

Ths

From equation (6) to equation (8), TR can also be expressed
as follows:

Thr

= TLs − TLr

(9)

Therefore,

TLr = −TRr

=

T L + TR
2
T L − TR
2

= Ts − Tr
= Ts + Tr

(12)
(13)

As mentioned in section II, it is difficult to assist straight
motion and rotational motion using previous assist control
system. To solve this problem, we propose a new twodimentional assist control which assist straight and rotational
motion independently.
Every movement is combination of straight and rotational
motion. Sum of left and right torque belongs to straight
motion, and difference of left and right torque belongs to
rotational motion. Figure 4 shows new assist control. αs and
αr are assist rate for straight and rotational motion, and τas
and τar are time constant for straight and rotational motion.
With the same nature as equation (10) and (11), Ths and Thr
are defined as follows:

TLs

=



IV. P ROPOSED ASSIST CONTROL SYSTEM

Movement of wheelchairs are combination of straight motion and rotational motion.
Define TL and TR as torque of left and right wheel. As TLs
and TRs are torque which are belong to straight motion, and
TLr and TRr are torque which is belong to rotational motion,
TL and TR are defined as follows:

TLs = TRs



Block diagram of proposed assist control for straight and rotational motion

III. T ORQUE FOR STRAIGHT AND ROTATIONAL MOTION

TR









going straight, however, it is hard to find situation that requires
wheelchair to keep turning in daily life. Considering turning
motion, τslow should become smaller, which would not make
wheelchair keep turning; however, suitable τslow for turning
motion is too small for straight motion, Small τslow will not
assist properly when going straight. Therefore, using same
τslow is unsuited for power-assisted wheelchair.

TRs



ThL + ThR
2
ThL − ThR
= −
2
=

(14)
(15)

Similarly, based on equation (12) and (13), assist torque of
left and right side TaL and TaR are

(10)

TaL

(11)

TaR
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αs
αr
Ts −
Tr
τas s + 1 h τar s + 1 h
αs
αr
= Tas + Tar = s
Ths + r
Tr
τa s + 1
τa s + 1 h
= Tas − Tar =

(16)
(17)

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN EXPERIMENTS
Previous assist control system
assist rate
time constant

α
τa

τf ast
τslow

2.5
0.08 s
4.0 s

Proposed assist control system
assist rate (straight)
time constant (straight)

αs
τas

assist rate (rotation)
time constant (rotation)

τar =

Fig. 5.

Power-assisted wheelchair (YAMAHA JW-II)

From equation (14) to equation (17),
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Therefore, total torque of the left side TtL and of the right
side TtR , are defined as follows:
= ThL + TaL = ThL + (Tas − Tar )
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τas and τar are defined as follows:
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r
where τfsast < τslow
, τfrast < τslow
, and τslow
> τslow
.
As mentioned above, it is difficult to find suitable time
constant τslow in previous assist control system, however, twodimentional assist control system solve this problem using
sum and difference of left and right torque. By deciding time
s
r
constant of straight motion τslow
and rotational motion τslow
,
new system is able to control straight and rotational motion
independently.

V. C OMPARISON EXPERIMENTS OF PREVIOUS AND
PROPOSED ASSIST CONTROL SYSTEM

Experiments were performed to compare previous and proposed assist control system for straight and rotational motion.
In experiments, user pushes both hand-rims with same force in
the same direction to go straight, and then pushes hand-rims
in opposite direction to rotate. In rotational motion, user push
the hand-rim frequently so that difference between left and
right torque become sine wave. For fair comparison we apply
same input, human’s propelling torque, to both assist control
systems, and compare characteristic of them. Assist torque of
left side TaL and right side TaR is given for left and right
motor input.
Figure 5 shows experimental setup, power-assisted
wheelchair JW-II (Yamaha). User’s propelling torque of left
and right, ThL and ThR , are measured by torsion sensors
embedded in each hand-rim of JW-II.
Table I shows parameters used in these experiments. Purpose of these experiments is to confirm the influence of time
r
constant of rotational motion τslow
, and verifying independence of assist system straight and rotational motion. These
parameters are decided empirically.
VI. R ESULT OF COMPARISON EXPERIMENT OF PREVIOUS
AND PROPOSED ASSIST CONTROL SYSTEM

(24)

Figure 6 and figure 7 show the experimental results. User
pushes the hand-rims to go straight during t = 0 to 20 s, and
pushes the hand-rims to rotate during t = 20 to 40 s.
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Fig. 6.













Experimental result of previous assist control system
















 
 
 






Fig. 7.















Experimental result of proposed assist control system

Figure 6 is the experimental result of previous assist control
system. In straight motion zone, assist torque increases immediately when human torque is increasing. However, assist
torque decreases slowly, when human torque is decreasing, and
it keeps assisting until human propels the wheelchair again. In
rotational motion zone, assist torque have the same tendency
as straight motion zone. It is increasing immediately and
decreasing slowly. It is clear that assist torque for straight and
rotational motion of previous system have the same tendency,
which keep assisting, from period t = 15 to 23 s and t = 31.5
to 39.5 s.
Figure 7 is the experimental result of the proposed assist
control system. In straight motion zone, assist torque is performing as previous system. It assists immediately when user
starts to push the wheelchair and keeps assisting even though
user’s propelling torque is decreasing. In rotational motion

zone, assist torque increases immediately when user starts to
push the wheelchair, however, it decreases faster than that of
straight motion. It is clear that assist torque for straight and
rotational motion of proposed system have different tendency,
from t = 15 to 23 s and t = 31.5 to 39.5 s. Assist torque
converges to zero faster in rotational motion than straight
motion.
Comparing assist torque in straight motion zone of the
proposed system with previous one, amplitude of assist torque
in the previous system is larger than the proposed one,
however, they have the same tendency of increasing and
decreasing. In rotational zone, difference between previous and
the proposed system is remarkable. Changing rate of assist
torque in previous system is slower than the proposed system,
due to the existence of the remaining assist torque of last
user’s propelling torque. Therefore, the result shows that the
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proposed system is effective in reducing the continuation of
rotational motion.
VII. D ISCUSSION
As mentioned in section III, rotational motion is different
from straight motion. When user tries to go straight, longer
assist will help user move easier, as straight motion often
requires continuing input, however, if user tries to, rotate we do
not need to assist it longer to keep turning, because it is hard
to find the situation that requires wheelchair to keep turning.
Therefore it is necessary to make a system which is able to
control straight motion and rotational motion independently.
In experimental results from section VI, the proposed system’s assist torque has the same tendency with previous system
in straight motion, but has difference tendency in rotational
motion. In other word, it is possible to keep assisting in straight
motion to make it easy to go straight, and prevent wheelchair
from keeping turning in rotational motion. From figure 7, it
is verified that it is possible to control assist torque separately
in the proposed system. In straight motion, the system keeps
assisting from t =14.5 to 23 s and it is shorter in rotational
motion from t =31 to 33 s.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a new two-dimensional assist
control system for power-assisted wheelchair.
In previous assist control system, it is difficult to design
the controller which is suitable for both straight and rotational
motion, To control straight and rotational motion separately,
we propose a novel two-dimensional assist control system.
Experiments verified the validity of the proposed system.
In experiment, there were some reduction of amplitude in
straight motion, which means straight and rotational motion is
not entirely independent. Therefore, for future work, improvement of independency is required.
This novel two-dimensional assist control is able to apply to
other control systems. It is expected to improve performance
by integrating the proposed assist control into other control
systems. Application of new assist control is another future
work.
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